
MARK THE STRESS IN THE FOLLOWING WORD

Get an answer for 'Mark the stress in the following words:examine, examination, academic, academician favourite,
favoritism exhibit, exhibition govern.

Some words can even have more than one secondary stress. Word stress is especially hard for non-native
speakers to master. Integrate word stress into your lessons You don't need to teach separate lessons on word
stress. For example: o o 0 computer 0 o o computer o 0 o computer Say the word in the different ways for the
students, really exaggerating the stressed syllable and compressing the unstressed ones. By hearing the word
stressed incorrectly, students can more easily pick out the correct version. These will help to raise the students'
awareness of word stress and its importance. The ideal time to focus students' attention on it is when
introducing vocabulary. A useful strategy is to focus on one word putting the stress on its different syllables in
turn. Patterns can usually be found, for example: O o final neutral o O oo finality neutrality O o o finalise
neutralise o o o O o finalisation neutralisation There are some recognised differences in word stress which
depend on the variety of English being used, for example: o o O o Caribbean aluminium British English o O o
o Caribbean aluminum American English These differences are noted in good learner dictionaries. Drill it too!
Written syllables vs. A personalised and effective way of getting students to hear the importance of correct
word stress is by using people's names as examples. Three syllable words can be sorted into O o o Saturday,
hospital and o O o computer, unhappy. When the pronunciation of a word is transcribed using the
International Phonetic Alphabet IPA , there are three different symbols we use. Students can use stress
patterns as another way to organise and sort their vocabulary. For example, in their vocabulary books they can
have a section for nouns with the pattern O o, and then a section for the pattern o O. Just be aware that these
will often be slightly different to what one may find in a dictionary. While there are a few conventions and
general rules governing which syllable is stressed in a word based on its spelling alone, these conventions are
often unreliable. Instead, you can integrate it into your normal lessons. Try to use a variety of approaches:
helping students to engage with English in different ways will help them in their goal to become more
proficient users of the language. Students also need to be aware of the way dictionaries usually mark stress -
with a mark before the stressed syllable, e. Mark the stress Use a clear easy-to-see way of marking stress on
the board and on handouts for students. Children's small building blocks are a good substitute! If words like
these come up in class, point them out to students. It is very easy to see and has the added advantage of
identifying the number of syllables in the word, as well as the stressed syllable. For more technical
information on how syllables are formed and divided within words, check out the chapter on Syllables.
Secondary Stress Every word has one syllable that receives a primary stressâ€”that is, it is vocally emphasized
more than any other syllable. Build students' confidence by drawing their attention to the tendencies and
patterns in word stress that do exist.


